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Abstract. Current practices in earthquake engineering only apply single earthquake on building structure
during modelling and analysis. However, in real earthquake event, the tremors always occurred repeatedly
until two or three times after the first tremor. This phenomenon can affect the stiffness and strength of the
structural system. Due to lack of time, any rehabilitation action is impractical. Thus, the building may
experience greater damage due to several repeated tremors. This paper presents the nonlinear behaviour of
generic reinforced concrete building under excitation of single and repeated earthquake. The pushover and
non-linear time history analysis were performed with consideration of various level of force reduction factor,
R. Nonlinear behaviour of structure, in term of interstorey drift ratio were presented using incremental
dynamic analysis curve. The results from analyses demonstrate that the repeated earthquake phenomenon
require greater interstorey drift demand compared to single earthquake.
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1. Introduction
For years and for any purpose, either designing a new building or evaluation on the existing one, current
practices in earthquake engineering such as FEMA 368 [1] and the Eurocode 8 [2] only consider single
earthquake in analysis. However, in a real earthquake event, the first tremor is always followed by other
tremors just a few hours after the first one. This is a nature of earthquake and in technical views it is called as
repeated earthquake phenomenon [3]. Thus, in reality the earthquake load might hit the structure more than
one time during a great earthquake event. The buildings may experience minor to moderate damage that lead
to stiffness and strength degradation of the global structure due to action of the first tremor. At that moment,
any rehabilitation action is impractical due to time constraint. Therefore, when the not yet repaired building
subjected to the second and third tremors, the building is expected to experience worse damage even collapse.
It had been proved that the repeated earthquake strongly affecting the ductility demand which is
generally higher than the single earthquake, and might lead to greater damage [4]. Based on a comprehensive
study, Hatzigeorgiou and Liolios [5] had concluded that the interstorey drift cause by repeated earthquake
phenomenon is larger than the single earthquake. Thus, traditional seismic design procedure (based on single
earthquake) should be generally reconsidered [3,4]. Force reduction factor, R (denoted as R-factor afterward)
or well known as behaviour factor, q0 in Eurocode 8 [2] can be defined as ratio of the ground motion
intensity, Sa(T1)/g, to the design lateral force in the structure, Vd, normalized with the weight of the structure,
W as in Eq. 1.

R = ( Sa (T1 ) / g ) / (Vd / W )
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The nonlinear behaviour of building and the distribution of maximum interstorey drift ratio (IDR) along
the height are strongly affected by R-factor. As the level of relative intensity (R-factor) increases, maximum
IDR migrates towards the bottom stories [6,7]. From pushover analysis, higher level of R-factor will give
lower yield strength of structural system. The latter tends to cause a concentration of interstorey drift at
lower storey [8].
In this paper, the effect of variation of R-factor alongside the occurrence of repeated earthquake
phenomenon on nonlinear behaviour of reinforced concrete (RC) building is presented. Two types of generic
RC moment-resisting frame consist of 3 and 18 storey had been used to represent the low and high rise
building, respectively. The pushover analysis had been performed to both models separately with five level
of R-factor (R = 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6). Besides, by using the single and repeated earthquake time history from nearfield earthquake (NFE), the nonlinear time history analysis (NTHA) had been performed on both model by
keep the constant value of ground motion intensity at fundamental period of generic models, Sa(T1,5%) with
damping ratio of 5%. Seismic response in term of maximum IDR is presented using incremental dynamic
analysis (IDA) curve.

2. Materials and Methods
The concept of developing the simple model that can represent the real building as presented in previous
research [6] had been adopted in this in study, with some modification into 3D model. In modelling process,
both 3 and 18 storey models were assigned to have typical storey height of 3.6 m and one bay of slab panel
with 7.2 m run of length in X and Y axis as shown in Fig. 1. By referring to Eurocode 8 [2], the fundamental
period at first mode, T1 for both 3 and 18 storey models were determined as 0.45 and 1.71 seconds
respectively. Hence, moment of inertia, stiffness, as well as the size of structural members is tuned and
adjusted so that the building can achieve the fundamental period at first mode, T1 as determined before. To
match real construction practice, the global lateral stiffness is distributed in parabolic shape for 18 storey
model where the size of structural member is changed for every 3 storey [9]. For 3 storey model, uniform
distribution is applied. To induce inelastic action in beam rather than in column, the Strong Column ~ Weak
Beam philosophy was implemented. The detail regarding both models was presented in [10].

Fig. 1: 3D view of 3 and 18 storey models

In this study, a total of 20 ground motions with magnitude in range of 6.2 to 7.6 Mw classified as NFE
with forward directivity effect were used based on published record by Baker [11] and the list of details can
be found in [10]. For scaling purpose the Type 1 response spectrum of Eurocode 8 [2], for condition of Soil
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B and Seismic Zone III at Greece had been used. Two sets of repeated earthquake consist of 20 motions each,
were generated with appropriate scale factor as proposed [3,4]. Thus, the Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3
represent the single, repeated with after-shock only, and repeated with fore and after-shock earthquake,
respectively as shown in Fig. 2.

CASE 1

CASE 2

CASE 3

Fig. 2: Typical profile of generated ground motion

3. Results and Discussion
In order to predicting the building’s capacity against lateral load, it is practical to perform the pushover
analysis that provides the information regarding the strength and lateral displacement of structural system
[12].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Interstorey ductility demand (a) 3 storey model and (b) 18 storey model

The interstorey ductility demand for both 3 and 18 storey models is shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly
observed that the interstorey ductility demand is relatively larger for weaker structure (high R-factor)
compared to stronger structure. This observation is true for both low and high rise models. From this result, it
can be predicted that the weaker structures will experience higher response such as higher lateral
displacement when subjected to earthquake loads compared to stronger structures counterpart. The
distribution of interstorey ductility demand of 3 storey model is rather uniform for structures with low Rfactor (R ≤ 2) and tends to concentrates at lower storey as the level of R-factor increases. For 18 storey
model, the distribution of interstorey ductility demand is observed to be higher in lower storey before
become uniform at the middle and upper part of the building regardless the level of R-factor assigned.
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Finally, it can be clearly observed that the 18 storey model provides more ductility compared to the 3 storey
model counterpart. Hence, it is predicted that at same level of R-factor, the 3 storey model will experience
larger response when subjected to earthquake loads compared to 18 storey model.
Fig. 4 presents the IDA curve for both 3 and 18 storey models considering various cases of earthquake
excitation. The ratio of 5% damped Spectral Acceleration at the fundamental period of structure (Sa(T1,5%))
to the design strength of the structure (normalized to its total weight) had been selected as the intensity
measure (IM). On the other hand, maximum IDR (maximum over all storeys) had been selected as the
damage measure (DM).
From Fig. 4, it can be clearly observed that both models response elastically indicated by a straight line
at relatively low level of R-factor. The 3 storey model exhibit the ‘softening’ behaviour as the curve clearly
‘soften’ just after the initial buckling at R ≥ 1 with slope that lower than the elastic region. The curve
‘flatten’ where the maximum IDR increase rapidly at small increment of ground motion intensity (smaller
increment of R-factor). At this level the building had reached global dynamic instability where the structure
responds with practically infinite values of DM and numerical non-convergence had been encountered
during the analyses [13]. For this model, the Case 2 and Case 3 of repeated earthquakes presented the same
pattern as Case 1 (single earthquake) but require greater demand at same level of ground motion intensity.

Fig. 4: Incremental dynamic analysis curve for 3 and 18 storey models

Different nonlinear behaviour was observed for 18 storey model. At relatively low level of R-factor (R ≤
2), the maximum IDR was observed to be constant where slightly difference was observed between all 3
cases of earthquake. The constant response of maximum IDR (close-to-vertical range) at these levels of Rfactor corresponds to the migration of maximum IDR from top toward the bottom part of the structure [7].
Further reduction in strength or increasing of ground motion intensity (high R-factor) leads to rapidly
increases of maximum IDR as it reached the bottom storey. In present study, the 18 storey model exhibit a
bit of ‘hardening’ behaviour at R ≥ 4. At these levels, the structure experienced the deceleration of the rate of
DM accumulation as the R-factor increases [14]. Again, the repeated earthquake produced higher magnitude
of maximum IDR compared to the single earthquake counterpart. As predicted from pushover analysis, the 3
storey model experienced larger response due to lower ductility compared to 18 storey model.

4. Conclusions
This paper presents the nonlinear behaviour of 3 and 18 storey RC building subjected to single and
repeated NFE. The effect of various level of R-factor was considered in modelling and analyses. It is
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concluded that the level of R-factor is strongly affecting the interstorey ductility demand and magnitude of
maximum IDR for both 3 and 18 storey models. As the level of R-factor increases, the maximum IDR also
increases and require higher ductility demand. From the IDA curve, it was observed that the nonlinear
behaviour of structural system did not affected by the type of earthquake, neither single nor repeated.
However, it is proved that the repeated earthquake phenomena require greater interstorey drift demand
compared to single earthquake. Thus, it is important to consider the repeated earthquake in structural analysis
instead of current practice which use single earthquake to avoid underestimate that might lead to unsafe
structures. Besides, the use of pushover analysis gives an advantage on predicting the structural response
when subjected to earthquake loads.
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